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From the President
Paul Kindel
Mid-Michigan Land Conservancy (MMLC) took a big step

forward in 2019.  A Land Protection Specialist, Kenneth

A. Algozin, was appointed in Fall, 2019.  He has excellent

experience in land protection issues.  This appointment

was possible because two matching grants, one for $20,000

from The Carls Foundation (a 1:1 match) and one for

$5,000 from Anonymous (a 1:2 match), were both more

than fully matched by early 2019.  Members and friends of

MMLC came through strong in matching these grants and

going beyond.  We thank you for your excellent support.

An autobiographical article about Ken is in this newsletter.

Having a staff person now allows the president, and the

other board members, to work more on policy.  It also

allows the Conservancy to be more proactive in protecting

land, including working with other conservation

organizations and engaging with the public.

Shortly after joining MMLC, Ken Algozin began working

on a project that is proactive in protecting natural land and

farmland in our coverage area.  Each year master’s

students from the University of Michigan’s School for

Environment and Sustainability (UM-SEAS) have the

opportunity to work on a capstone project that addresses an

important issue, e. g., an environmental problem.  MMLC

submitted a proposal to the UM-SEAS program involving

land protection.  Our proposal was selected and a master’s

student, Kyle Lough, began working on it early in 2020.

The project is described by Ken Algozin in an article in

this newsletter.

A new natural area was acquired by MMLC in 2019.  It is

located in Jackson County and is named Swains Lake

Natural Area.  This natural area is a relatively rare type of

wetland, a fen.  Fens are characterized by having alkaline

water while most wetlands have water that is on the acid

side.  Its rarity made it particularly satisfying to protect.

The Conservancy now owns 7 properties outright.  All are

being held as natural areas where Nature is preeminent.

Descriptions of each are on our website,

www.midmilandcons.org.

Work on conservation easements for two outstanding farms

is in progress.  Also in progress is work with a landowner

who wants to make a bequest of her natural land to

MMLC.

MMLC continues to work on becoming a nationally

accredited land conservancy through Land Trust Alliance,

the national advocacy organization for land trusts

(conservancies).  The pre-accreditation and accreditation

processes are extensive and involved, but accreditation will

make us a better land conservancy.

Two interesting articles on the importance of protecting

land with a conservation easement appear in this

newsletter.  One relates specifically to fish and the other

describes techniques used to protect specific land that will

give protection to a maximum number of native species.

We are delighted and pleased to welcome a new member to

the MMLC Board of Directors.  Louis Schiavone III joined

the Board in July of this year.  Louis Schiavone is a faculty

member at Michigan State University.  An

autobiographical article on Louis is in this newsletter.

The members of the MMLC Board of Directors thank our

members and friends for your support.  We are able to do

the land protection work that we do because of your strong

support.

Mid-Michigan

   Land Conservancy

Conserving mid-Michigan's
natural, agricultural, scenic,

and recreational lands

Welcome to MMLC's New Board

Member
Louis (Lou) Schiavone
As an advertising writer and creative director, Lou has an

impressive record of building brands and winning most

every major industry creative award in the process.

At ad agencies such as Ogilvy, McCann-Erickson,

TBWA\Chiat\Day, Leo Burnett, and Doner, at digital

agencies such as Enlighten (now Perficient), and at top-tier

Continued on Page 2
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Annual, The One Show Annual, British Design and Art

Direction Advertising Annual, and the MPA Kelly Awards

“Best Campaigns of the Year”.

Lou holds a BA, magna cum laude, from St. Michael’s

College and attended graduate school at Columbia

University.  He is currently a Professor in the Department

of Advertising + Public Relations at Michigan State

University’s College of Communication Arts & Sciences.

Welcome to MMLC's Land

Protection Specialist
Kenneth A. Algozin
I grew up in the Chicago suburbs at a time when new

subdivisions and shopping centers were literally devouring

local farms, woods and wetlands.  My first taste of the pain

associated with losing natural places occurred when the

marsh next to our house, where I would catch mudpuppies,

collect water samples for my microscope, and skate in the

winter, was suddenly transmogrified into multi-story

condominiums.  At that point in my young life, the only

experience more heart wrenching than witnessing the

disappearance of my marsh was watching the Chicago

Cubs hand the NL pennant to the Mets in August of 1969. 

Both made me cry.

My maternal grandparents were farmers, and our frequent

visits to their farm when I was young left me with a love

and respect for agriculture that has continued throughout

my life.  After my freshman year studying economics at

Northwestern University, I listened to my heart and

transferred to Purdue University to study agricultural

economics.  After graduation, my combined interest in

of Jack and Fran DeVries

into the 136-acre nature

center and historic farm that

they envisioned.  After 11+

years in that role (and more

than a little burned out), I

decided to step back, take a

deep breath, and figure out

how I wanted to finish my

professional career.  When I

was invited to become Mid-

Michigan Land

Conservancy’s first Land

Protection Specialist, it felt

farming and conservation led me to Michigan State

University for my Master’s Degree, studying the impact of

irrigated agriculture on local water resources.  From East

Lansing, I moved to Washington, D.C. to work as a policy

analyst for the USDA’s Economic Research Service.  My

work at ERS focused on predicting the impact of the

proposed conservation provisions of the 1990 Farm Bill on

surface and groundwater resources.  My next stop was

central Illinois to pursue my Ph.D. in agricultural and

resource economics at the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign.  I was interested in exploring the importance

of incentives, both economic and cultural, on the input

decisions made by farmers when those decisions impacted

the quality of their community’s drinking water supply.

After completing graduate school, I was offered a position

as the Shiawassee River Program Manager at the Michigan

office of The Nature Conservancy.  My family moved to

Owosso, Michigan, and I started working with local

partners, government agencies and the farming community

to protect the warm water ecosystem of the Shiawassee

River.  During that period, I joined the board of the

community-based nonprofit Friends of the Shiawassee

River, which I would continue to serve on for the next ten

years.

In 2006, I was offered the opportunity to become the first

Executive Director of DeVries Nature Conservancy, to

guide the transformation of the former home and property

MMLC's New Board Member, con't
health and wellness agencies including Fcb Health, Havas

Health, and Ogilvy CommonHealth, the work Lou has

created is characterized not only by its originality but also

by its sense of deliberate provocation.  It breaks through

the market noise that bombards us every day.  It incites

people to act.

Lou is the recipient

of Gold Clios,

Cannes Gold Lions,

One Show, New

York Art Directors,

Effie and OBIE

awards.  His work

has been included in

the Communication

Arts Advertising

like I had been given the chance to save a marsh like the

one that I lost fifty years ago.  We are rarely given the

opportunity in life to play a part in protecting something as

precious as our natural heritage; to offer a gift to the future

that will be enjoyed for generations to come.  I am so

fortunate to have been given that opportunity.
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through a process of spatial analysis and the output is

typically some form of a map product.  Kyle will be

developing a geographic information system (GIS) model

to provide the spatial detail necessary for MMLC to

purposefully identify and rank parcels with exceptional

conservation value.  Based on the land features that

MMLC uses to determine the conservation values

associated with a land parcel, Kyle will use the GIS model

to delineate “focal conservation areas” within MMLC’s

service area that indicate where our protection efforts

should be directed.

The “how” component of the strategic conservation plan

encompasses the human dimension of land protection by

focusing on the development of strategies to engage

landowner interest within the identified focal conservation

areas.  Kyle’s approach will consist of identifying land

ownership patterns and local characteristics that might

indicate a landowner’s willingness to participate in land

protection activities, and to develop a strategic approach to

targeting, contacting and cultivating collaborative

partnerships among key landowners and local community

stakeholders (such as local governments bodies,

conservation districts, environmental groups, service

organizations, and outdoor-related businesses).

The importance of developing a strategic conservation plan

cannot be overstated.  Having a strategic conservation plan

will enable MMLC to be proactive and purposeful in

outreach to landowners and will enhance the cultivation of

long-term relationships with the landowners of properties

most important to fulfilling MMLC’s mission.  More

broadly, such a plan will also address two of the most

important problems facing humankind, namely, mitigation

of climate change and mitigation of mass extinction of the

earth’s species.  The two problems are closely related.  A

sound plan will also increase MMLC’s membership and

financial viability by informing donors, foundations, part ‐

ners and landowners of the significant goals the

organization is working to achieve.  Further, a strategic

conservation plan will increase the public’s confidence in

MMLC by showing it is a well-organized and thoughtful

conservation organization.

Refuge from the Heat: How Land

Management Builds Climate

Resilience for Cold-water Fishes
Joe K. Nohner
It’s a hot August day in mid-Michigan, the kind of heat 

Land Protection Specialist, con't
I still live in the Owosso area, where my wife Linden and I

embrace our quiet rural setting on a small lake.  When I’m

not working, I enjoy reading, running, music, and

wilderness backpacking.

Strategic Conservation Planning
Kenneth A. Algozin
Each year, master’s students from the University of

Michigan’s School for Environment and Sustainability

(SEAS) have the opportunity to work on capstone projects

that address pressing problems submitted by real-world

“clients,” which may include local governments, nonprofit

organizations, corporations, federal agencies, international

organizations, and national, state and local parks.  These

projects often involve complex environmental issues, and

through close collaboration with their faculty advisors and

the client, the students analyze and develop innovative and

impactful solutions.  Last November, MMLC submitted

the project proposal “Strategic Conservation Planning for

Mid-Michigan Land Conservancy” for consideration as a

SEAS Master’s Project for the coming year.  Our project

was selected by master’s student Kyle Lough, whose area

of study is Conservation Biology.  Kyle is working closely

with MMLC’s Land Protection Specialist Ken Algozin and

board member Doug Pearsall, and his progress will be

overseen by two SEAS faculty members: Dr. Erik Van

Berkel (who specializes in environmental informatics) and

Dr. Brian Weeks (who specializes in conservation

ecology).  The project will conclude in April 2021 with a

Capstone Conference at the University of Michigan

campus, where the students will present their final project

reports.

The justification for this project is quite simple:  MMLC’s

service area covers seven counties spanning 4,166 square

miles.  That’s a lot of ground to cover, especially for an

organization with nine volunteer board members and one

part-time staff person.  Kyle's work will create a strategic

conservation plan that will give MMLC the tools needed to

protect land more effectively and efficiently, by providing

a framework to make informed decisions.  The plan will

direct our future protection efforts toward the highest

priority prop erties and maximize our ability to carry out

our mission.

Strategic conservation planning typically consists of a

“where” component and a “how” component that go hand

in hand.  The “where” component is a spatial component -

a delineation of those places deemed important for a land

conservancy to reach its conservation goals.  It is achieved Continued on Page 4
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seeking respite from the heat in our lakes, some of those

same lakes are increasingly less effective at providing the

same refuge for Cisco.

How can landowners and regional groups like the Mid-

Michigan Land Conservancy turn down the heat on Cisco?

The best long-term solutions are to decrease nutrient inputs

and water temperatures in lakes.  Of course, all of us must

do our part to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions.

However, because water temperature increases are caused

by a global climate system that will change to some extent

no matter what we do today, actions taken at the local

level or by individuals, in and of themselves, are not likely

to provide the reductions necessary.  That is not to say that

greenhouse gas emissions shouldn’t be addressed, but

rather to say that from the perspective of protecting a small

number of lakes providing critical habitats, local adaptation

must be a major part of the strategy. Specifically, reducing

nutrient loads coming into lakes is an increasingly popular

method for protecting Cisco and cold-water lake

ecosystems.

Of course, protecting watersheds is an area where land

conservancies have vast experience and resources to draw

upon.  Developing easements for shoreline and upstream

riparian buffers to limit nutrients, implementing best

practices to minimize nutrients on working lands, acquiring

lands and managing them for natural land cover types, and

attacking other sources like leaking septic systems are all

part of the solution.  However, this nutrient mitigation

strategy requires partnership with fisheries biologists,

water quality managers, and other scientists to ensure that

such efforts target watersheds and properties within those

watersheds with the highest benefits to be most effective.

One such effort is being developed by the Midwest Glacial

Lakes Partnership.  A consortium of natural resources

agencies, nonprofits, and stakeholders centered around

inland lake habitat, the Midwest Glacial Lakes Partnership

has built a 40,000-lake database of all lakes greater than 10

acres in the Upper Midwest.  The database is available for

the public to access through the partnership’s Conservation

Planner tool, available at MidwestGlacialLakes.org.  The

tool can be used to display information about a single lake

or map numerous lakes based on their watersheds,

shorelands, vulnerability to climate change, and other

characteristics.  For example, a user could view all lakes in

the Mid-Michigan Land Conservancy’s service area based

upon their watershed disturbance or their shoreline

disturbance and use this information to identify low-

disturbance lakes for protection.

serve as an important ecological indicator of healthy inland

lake systems, because Cisco require cold water with high

oxygen levels.  So, while Cisco are distributed throughout

Michigan, only the cleanest, deepest

lakes can sustain them.  Like a canary in a coal mine,

declines in lake quality are often first-indicated by die-offs

and losses of Cisco populations in lakes.

Cisco occur in fewer than 200 lakes statewide and have

declined rapidly; the most recent review found that they no

longer exist in 22 lakes that previously supported them.

Studies of Cisco across the Upper Midwest have found that

the major factors leading to their demise are declines in

oxygen in the water and increases in water temperatures.

Specifically, increased nutrient loading to lakes from

agriculture and other development in watersheds fuels the

growth of more algae in the surface waters of the lake.

Those algae decrease water clarity, die, sink toward the

bottom, and ultimately use up oxygen deeper in the water

column.  As a result, Cisco lose habitat from the bottom of

the lake upward.  However, Cisco are also losing habitat

from the top-down.  Warm temperatures often make the

upper water column inhospitable for Cisco, a trend that has

become more common as lake water temperatures have

warmed in recent years.  Warm water on the surface and

deoxygenated water on the bottom combine to “squeeze”

Cisco into a smaller and smaller fraction of the water

column until, in some cases, they die out completely.

During the dog days of summer, when we humans are 
Continued on Page 5

Refuge from the Heat, con't
that leads to brown lawns and too-hot-for-bare-feet

concrete.  What do you do?  For many Michiganders, the

answer is heading to the lake to cool off.

Michigan’s inland lakes provide an incredible resource.

Did you know that within the Mid-Michigan Land

Conservancy’s footprint, there are 492 lakes that are 10

acres or larger?  Lakes provide sites for recreation such as

boating, fishing, and swimming, they fuel local economies,

and they provide ecological services like serving as homes

to rare species of fishes such as Cisco.

Cisco are a silver, cold-

water fish approximately

12 inches in length that

live in lakes and

are related to whitefish.

Cisco are a valuable prey

resource for Walleye,

Muskellunge, and other

top predators.  They also Photo by Peter Jacobson
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benefits provided by existing land management to lakes

and cold-water fishes like Cisco, and all of the

opportunities for us to protect clean water in our lakes,

together.

Climate Resilient Lands: What They

Mean for Biodiversity and People in

Mid-Michigan
Douglas R. Pearsall
In the Pinecrest Neighborhood of East Lansing – where I

live – eastern redbud (Cercis canadensis) is a common

landscape tree and one of my favorite small, native trees.

Until a few decades ago, the southern tier of counties in

Michigan marked the northern range extent for eastern

redbud; it is a very common species further south.  As a

popular landscape tree, it has been planted as far north as

central lower Michigan but has been limited to cultural

landscapes – it could not successfully reproduce and

colonize the native forest.  In the last decade or so, I’ve

noticed an increasing number of redbud seedlings that

mature into adult trees in our neighborhood, suggesting a

shift in the ability of this species to survive this far north.

Other native species – such as black spruce (Picea

mariana) - are at the southern edge of their range and are

decreasing in abundance as conditions become

unfavorable.  The redbud appears ready to expand its range

northward into mid-Michigan, while the black spruce may

soon disappear from our area.

In southern Michigan, eastern redbud has been limited to

landscape settings with the most moderated climates, such

as sheltered valleys and riparian forests.  Other landscape

settings – such as flat plains and exposed hilltops are

subject to colder temperatures and are not as suitable.

Similarly, black spruce is limited to wetlands known as

bogs that are characterized by saturated, cold, extremely

acidic soils with low nutrient availability.  Sheltered

valleys and bogs are distinct landscape settings, with

conditions produced by stable factors including geology

and landform (e.g., limestone bedrock, sand dune, or

drumlin), topography (steep, flat, lower slope, ridge top,

north-facing or south-facing slope) and climate.  These

stable landscape settings can be considered “stages” on

which the more ephemeral species are the “actors” that –

over geologic time – come and go in response to long-term

climatic change.

As we know, our climate is changing more rapidly than at

any time in recorded history, affecting species around the

How can this information be used to protect Cisco?  In

Minnesota, directed funding for clean water has been

allocated specifically toward protection of the watersheds

draining into a subset of Cisco lakes that are expected to

be refuges from climate change, with a goal of attaining

75% forested or natural land coverage within these

watersheds.  You can learn more about the Minnesota

example through “A Forest Landscape Approach to Lake

Habitat Protection” webinar archived on the Midwest

Glacial Lakes Partnership’s website.  A similar effort in

Michigan could pair private and public funding sources

with landowners and nonprofit organizations to manage

public and private lands for natural land cover types that

would benefit Cisco through improved water quality.  For

example, lakes in Eaton (Carr & Mud lakes), Hillsdale

(Bear, Hemlock, Wilson, Middle Sand, North Sand, &

South Sand lakes) and Jackson (Vandercook Lake)

currently or once supported Cisco populations and could

be considered for future watershed protection.

Of course, Cisco are only a part of a greater land

management puzzle being solved by managers and

conservationists across the state.  Even if Cisco aren’t

present in a lake, conservation of the watershed and

shoreland are important strategies for every lake.

Protection and restoration of natural land cover types also

leads to aesthetic and property value benefits from water

quality improvements, reduces the need for aquatic

vegetation management that often involves herbicides, and

provides habitat for birds, deer, turtles, and other animals

that are valuable to birdwatchers, hunters, and the

ecosystem.

As the heat of summer takes hold across Michigan, we’ll

all be looking for the opportunities to jump in the water

and cool off.  The next time you do, think about all of the

Lakes in the Mid-Michigan Land Conservancy’s
service area with high (red), medium (orange), or
low (blue) watershed (left) and shoreland (right)

disturbance as viewed through the Midwest
Glacial Lakes Conservation Planner.

Refuge from the Heat, con't
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Climate Resilient Lands, con't
globe; eastern redbud and black spruce are just two local

examples of species that are expanding – or need to expand

– their ranges northward.  Organisms that have evolved

and adapted to central Michigan may find it harder to meet

their needs in this warming climate; they will need to adapt

to new conditions or move to more suitable habitats to

survive.

What do these changes mean for land conservancies such

as the Mid-Michigan Land Conservancy (MMLC) that

seek to protect natural land for the benefit of people and

nature?  How do we adapt as nature changes in the coming

decades?  Do we know whether our preserves and

easements will be able to support a diversity of plants and

wildlife in the future?  What lands and waters are most

likely to provide for the needs of these organisms and

remain “resilient” to the effects of climate change?

A team of scientists at The Nature Conservancy, working

with experts and partners from every state, has sought to

answer some of these questions and has produced a map of

lands that are most likely to support a diversity of plants

and wildlife into the future: the Resilient Connected

Network (RCN).  Prior research has shown that areas that

are high in topographic and landform diversity – in other

words, high in landscape diversity – support the greatest

number of native species.  A good example of such a

landscape in our area would be the Pinckney and Waterloo

Recreation Areas, both of which are hilly and dotted with

many lakes and wetlands.  Further, areas that retain

connectivity to other areas allow species to move to new

habitats as needed.  These two characteristics – landscape

diversity and local connectedness – provide the greatest

chance for species to find new habitat as conditions change

over time, and they are the two components of resilience in

the Resilient Connected Network.

But what about species such as black spruce or redbud that

will need to expand their range to find new habitat? The

project team considered this need and incorporated a third

component known as “climate flow” into the RCN.

Climate flow areas were mapped by using an approach

called CircuitScape (based on the principles of the flow of

electricity) to find areas that were sufficiently connected to

allow for long-range movement of species over time. These

areas of “climate flow” can be concentrated corridors –

such as riparian corridors – if the surrounding landscape

has been converted to inhospitable land uses – such as

roads or subdivisions – or if natural land cover

predominates and no barriers to movement exist, they can

allow for dispersed, unconstrained flow.

TNC has mapped the Resilient Connected Network for

most of the Lower 48 states and the map products are

available for use and download on the Resilient Land

Mapping Tool (http://maps.tnc.org/resilientland/).  They

have also assessed the importance of the RCN for

providing benefits to people, such as carbon storage, water

purification, and recreational access.  In the Eastern US,

for example, the RCN occupies roughly 25% of the

landscape but contains 56% of all above-ground carbon

and provides 75% of high-value source water.  They also

generate roughly $25 billion in recreational revenues every

year.  Clearly, the RCN lands are important for far more

than the future of biodiversity.

MMLC is now working with a master’s student at the

University of Michigan School for Environment and

Sustainability to integrate the RCN with additional data on

biodiversity, land use, proximity to protected lands, to

identify focal areas for conservation.  This approach is

consistent with ongoing strategic planning of neighboring

land trusts, such as the Southwest Michigan Land

Conservancy, and we’ll coordinate with them on

overlapping or nearby priority areas.

As a member of the Steering Committee for the Resilient

Connected Network mapping team, I understand the rigor

of the approach and the incredible scientific effort that

underlies these maps.  Also, as an MMLC board member,

I’m convinced that by considering the RCN in updating our

strategic conservation plan, we’re making the best choice

for the future of biodiversity and people in central Lower

Michigan.  The proliferation of redbud seedlings in my

lawn and neighborhood are further evidence that nature is

responding to climate change, and we need to adapt our

approach accordingly.

Areas that are both resilient and connected in these ways

are part of the

RCN.  Finally,

areas that had been

identified as

important for

biodiversity were

overlain on the

RCN and appear as

having “confirmed

biodiversity.” 

 Those areas

provide additional

information and

confidence to those

using the data.
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Why permanently protect farmland?

A number of the reasons for protecting natural lands also

apply to farmland.  In addition, protecting farmland

supports a strong agricultural economy and the associated

jobs that result.  Land will be available to supply the local

urban and suburban populations with fresh, local food from

a stable source.  Such populations would not be dependent

on a distant source for their food.

How should such lands be protected in the United States?

Approximately one-third of the land of the U. S. is owned

by the government.  The government could take action that

would protect a significant portion this land.  This,

however, would not protect enough total land and not

enough of certain habitats.  Private land also needs to be

protected.  Conservation easements are the method of

choice for protection of private lands because of the

strength of their protection.  Lands protected by

conservation easements are regularly monitored to ensure

that the provisions of the conservation easements are being

followed.  Once a conservation easement is placed on land,

the land is protected in perpetuity.  Landowners retain all

the uses and ownership rights of the land that existed

before the conservation easement was placed on the land,

other than the development rights.  This includes the right

to sell the land at the highest offer.  The protected land can

be used for agriculture, timber production, hunting, and

similar activities, as long as the uses fall within the

provisions of the conservation easement.  The landowner

decides on these uses.

Memorials
Contributions given in memory of Robert Paul Zbiciak by:

Ellen Zbiciak

Lorraine Sedlar

Contributions given in memory of William T Martin III by:

Mary Ann Martin

Contribution given in memory of Ruth Greenbaum by:

Lois Lynch

Thank you to all contributors
Thank you to all our members and other supporters for

your support of MMLC.  The Conservancy needs your

support to thrive and grow and protect the important

natural lands and farmlands of mid-Michigan.  Your

support is essential.  Thank you to all persons who donated

funds to match the $20,000 and $5,000 match grants that

MMLC was awarded in 2018 and fully matched in 2019.

Permanent Protection of Natural
Lands and Farmlands
Paul Kindel
Why permanently protect natural lands?

We all need clean water and clean air and natural lands

provide these.  Protecting natural lands reduces urban

sprawl.  Roads, sewer, water, fire, police, emergency

services, and public transportation are all less costly when

development in rural areas is minimized.  This results in

lower taxes.  When development is focused on our urban

areas, more funds are available to our cities and villages.

When natural lands and farmlands are protected, urban

areas will have pleasant, rural landscapes surrounding

them.  Having such landscapes close to cities is important

to city residents and to those people considering moving to

such cities.  The presence of natural lands and farmland

nearby will result in convenient outdoor recreational

opportunities for people living in the urban areas.

Protection of natural land also addresses two of the most

important problems facing humankind, global warming and

species extinction.  Natural lands typically are net users of

carbon dioxide (CO₂).  CO₂ is the main gas in our air that

is causing global warming.  Natural lands, being net users

(fixers) of CO₂, remove CO₂ from our air and this will

result in less global warming all other things being equal.

However, current human activities are releasing more CO₂
than is being fixed; however, natural lands are reducing the

rate at which CO₂ is increasing in our air and so in this way

are combating global warming.  Proposals have been made

that recognize the positive effect of natural lands on

atmospheric CO₂ levels.  Tom Udall, senator from New

Mexico, has introduced the Thirty by Thirty Resolution to

Save Nature, a resolution that sets a goal of protecting 30%

of the land and water in the U. S. by 2030 and 50% by

2050.  This is in line with Edward O. Wilson’s earlier

proposal to protect half of the earth’s surface by

committing it to Nature (Half-Earth: Our Planet’s Fight

for Life).

Both of these proposals also address the problem of species

extinction, including biodiversity.  Large tracts of

protected land allow species to thrive and to exist in

sustainable numbers.  Biodiversity of species and healthy

numbers of these species are needed to keep ecosystems

functioning properly.  Properly functioning ecosystems are

essential for humankind to survive.
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WEBSITE: midmilandcons.org

Renewing your MMLC Membership for 2021
In November of each year MMLC sends a letter to all

members asking them to renew their membership.  We will do
so again this year.  However, if you wish, you can renew your
membership now (It saves us work and funds).  To do so, use

the self-addressed letter enclosed in this newsletter.  If we
receive your renewal by November 1, 2020, we will not send
you a renewal letter in November.  However, regardless of

when and how you renew your membership, you will receive
our Annual Report – 2020, newsletter, and all other

communications we send in 2021 concerning MMLC
activities.

Get Involved!
We welcome your involvement and support!  Join us in our
efforts to protect Michigan's natural areas, wildlife habitat,

scenic lands, farmlands, and recreational lands so rural
landscapes are protected.

Become a member. Volunteer.
Consider protecting your land with MMLC.

Contact us to learn about opportunities to get involved and
about different options for protecting your land. 

You may also donate online by using the secure PayPal system
on our website.

Additional information is on our website,
www.midmilandcons.org.

You can contact us by e-mail at kindel@msu.edu or by
telephone at (517) 332-3091.
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